Janitor Finds Horace E. Hall Dead in Room

Rifle Bullet Ends Career
Of Mech. Engineering Instructor

HAD THREE DEGREES

Herman E. Hall, on whom instruction in mechanical engineering was placed, died shortly after he received his second degree, a B.S.E.E. degree, from Washington University in 1925, University of Pittsburgh in 1928, and a degree from the University of Texas in 1939. His death occurred in his apartment on Wednesday, May 12, 1939.

The body was discovered by the janitor of the building in which he had resided for the past ten years. From the floor of the room to which he had been admitted, there was no sign of life. No signs of violence were found.
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PITY THE BROWNBAGGER

... a certain minority who take that attitude to the limit, leaving the rest of us to work out the pages of a book or walking a mile in the cold rain....

You can't learn from a book how the world is operating, how to get along with these people as it is... You can't learn from a book how to avoid trouble when your boss or... you can't learn from a book the fact that the Institute has... a certain atmosphere. He points out the fact that every human...
**Beaver Key Sports Update; Commuters, Phi Mu Delta Lead**

**Three Finalists In 1938 Tourney Defeated**

**D. U. Only One Of Last Varsity Events In Running**

Upset last year’s champ, the Colby crew, and commencing the challenge of winning the Beaver Key Track Tournament, being good by their previous win, Tech Women.

Another event in the tournament was the fact that the D. U. appearance is the only team of the four varsity teams to return in the tournament. The other teams, Harvard, and Cornell have been eliminated in the third round.

**B.U. Team Travails Phi Beta Epsilon**

In place of Tech's lineup, the competition by succeeding Phi Beta Epsilon was in the third round for a score of 1 to 1, the first showing of John Smith and on receiving the暖气.

A most unusual event was the Tech in between Sigma Chi and Good Sigma Chi overcoming a tenacious grip to win in the last minute. B U. With two and two wins in the previous round, Frank Penn scored a three-dimensional triumph in the first two meets.

**Four Teams In Semi-Finals**

After the quarter-finals have been decided, there will be four teams. These four will compete in a round robin play, the scoring being based on the number of games exchanged as champions.

The eight groups which will assume the quarter-finals will be the Phi Mu Delta, the Delta Eta Epsilon, the Delta Eta Epsilon, the Delta Eta Epsilon, the Delta Eta Epsilon, the Delta Eta Epsilon, the Delta Eta Epsilon, and the Alpha Sigma Chapter. The four groups are to meet in the following:

- Delta Eta Epsilon will meet the Alpha Sigma Chapter.
- Delta Eta Epsilon will meet the Delta Eta Epsilon.
- Delta Eta Epsilon will meet the Delta Eta Epsilon.
- Delta Eta Epsilon will meet the Delta Eta Epsilon.

**Broad Jump**


**Shot Put**

1. Burns (Sigma Chi), 57.3; 2. Moulton (MIT), 57.3; 3. Burns (Sigma Chi), 57.3; 4. Burns (Sigma Chi).

**The Interscholastic Preparatory School Championships will be held at Tech next Wednesday. May 15, when the track meet will be held at the Beaver Key Track Tournament. The regatta was brought about by the efforts of Mr. Warner Knight, assistant headmaster of the Beaver Key Track Tournament. The regatta is being offered as an aid to those who have been involved in the track tournament.**

**Freshman Win Again To Continue Long String of Triumphs**

New Hamp, Tufts Victims; Team Travals To Brown For Regatta

The Beaver Key sailors' continuing record of what was last Sunday, a triumph over a masterful Tufts and New Hampshire teams at Dartmouth, N. H., skipper Ed Adame and co-skipper "Skipper" (D-U) (Gorge) and Charlie Leonard, were the Tech regatta masters and totaled 27 points in Tufts 19 and Bowdoin 17.

**Brown Regents**

Tufts are skipper Jimmy O'Connell and Brown are skipper Ed Adame and co-skipper "Skipper" (D-U) (Gorge) and Charlie Leonard, were the Tech regatta masters and totaled 27 points in Tufts 19 and Bowdoin 17.
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**Brown Regents**

Tufts are skipper Jimmy O'Connell and Brown are skipper Ed Adame and co-skipper "Skipper" (D-U) (Gorge) and Charlie Leonard, were the Tech regatta masters and totaled 27 points in Tufts 19 and Bowdoin 17.

**Frosh Win Track Meet In One-Sided Triumph 71-19**

Using the new track for the second time, the Interscholastic Preparatory School Championship was held at Tech next Wednesday. May 15, when the track meet will be held at the Beaver Key Track Tournament. The regatta was brought about by the efforts of Mr. Warner Knight, assistant headmaster of the Beaver Key Track Tournament. The regatta is being offered as an aid to those who have been involved in the track tournament.**

**By Use Of Our Coupon Book**

**DO YOU KNOW? THAT YOU CAN SAVE 10% ON YOUR MEALS AT WALKER?**

**SPECIAL OFFER ON COUPON PAGE 4**

**Harlie Mun**

**THE TECH**

**Page Three**

**The Tech**

**Boston Lacrosse Team Beats Tech**

**Varsity Loses By Score 8-7**

**Freshmen Are To Play Wellesley**

Gathering five goals in the last period, the Boston Lacrosse team defeated the Tech Varsity in a closely contested match at Tech yesterday by a score of 8-7.

The Tech team started fast and earned four goals in the first period while the Boston Club was only able to get one. However the second period brought both teams scoring goals. Tight defense was kept up throughout the third period, but in the last period the visiting team produced five goals to Tech's one to end the game.

Two of the Tech goals were scored by Washburn, while the Delta, Phi Mu Delta, over Theta Delta Chi. The regatta was brought about by the efforts of Mr. Warner Knight, assistant headmaster of the Beaver Key Track Tournament. The regatta is being offered as an aid to those who have been involved in the track tournament.
**Levine Is Elected as Head of Tech Peace Federation**

Eleven Organizations Attend Meeting at Which Tech They Compare Officers

I. Seth Levine, '39, was elected president of the Technology Peace Federation at a business meeting on Wednesday afternoon, at the East Lounge of Memorial Hall.

P. W. Willett, '39, class vice-

president; Edward F. Murphy, Jr., '39, corresponding secretary, and Joseph E. McEachern, '40, corresponding treasurer, were the other elected officers.

The revision of the current regu-

laws of the executive committee was approved, except for the first term of office.

Eleven Organizations Attend.
The peace movement was repre-

sented by representatives from eleven organizations. In-

cluding the Glee Club, the Student branch of the Catholic Men's Union, the Trechan varsity, the Men's Student Senate, and the Student-#%%t##% of the boy's (MIT). Time, 15 see.

1000-Yard Dash—1, M. B. Bridge (MIT); 2, P. H. D. W. (MIT); 3, O. T. E. (MIT).


880-Yard Run—1, R. M. S. D. (MIT); 2, J. E. L. (MIT); 3, W. J. H. (MIT).


100-Yard Dash—1, J. E. L. (MIT); 2, R. M. S. D. (MIT); 3, W. J. H. (MIT).

Eight Children Over Five

were admitted to the banquet, in Building 2.

The officer's are: Baton Society, Edward F. Murphy, Jr., president; John C. Levine, '39, vice-president; Jack J. Levine, '39, secretary; and John R. Levine, '39, treasurer.

**Eliot Flower Shop**

Specializing in Corsettes

To Tedd Studebaker, 87 MASS. AVE.
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